
MANUALS OF OPERATION FOR THE Operators of OBU/ZSL in the scope of the 

SSL certificate update  
 

The validity of the SSL certificate is maintained for 1 year counting from the day of its issue and is one 

of the conditions for proper functioning of the data information infrastructure communication of the 

operator with the e-TOLL system. The SSL certificate is network protocol, used for safe Internet 

connections in the scope of coding on the WWW sites, protecting transactions and securing the 

information sent by the post and the WWW site such as passwords, logins, personal data, etc. 

The lack of the SSL certificate updated by the OBU/ZSL operator exposes the users of the  e-TOLL 

system to the lack of possibility to use the functionality of the system, including the one concerning 

transferring geo-location data to charge the due amount. 

 

(example) 

 

Step 1 

- enter https://puesc.gov.pl 

- log onto the account in the company context  

- choose folder „Forms” in the menu 

- unfold „Forms alphabetically” and enter „ZSL105” 

- open the link searched for 

 

 
 

Step 2 

- approve the NIP of the compay showed  

 



 
 

 

Step 3 

- choose „List of services” 

 

 
 

 

Step 4 

- in the column „Akcja” choose icon at the service which you want to update (symbol of the 

document with the magnifying glass in green) 

 



 
 

 

Step 5 

- choose button „Edit service” 

 
 



Step 6 

- in point 4 (A request to sign and issue a certificate for the domain indicated by the ZSL/OBU services 

operator) of the vision showed (ZSL112 – UPDATE DATA OF A ZSL/OBU OPERATOR SERVICE) paste the 

new CSR (CERTIFICATE SIGNING REQUEST) 

- choose button „Save” on the form ZSL112 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Step 7 

- obtaining confirmation of the updated service  



 
 

 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 

 

The user fills in the fields of the form. In the field A request to sign and issue a certificate for domain 

indicated by the ZSL/OBU service operator pastes CSR (ang. Certificate Signing Request). CSR is 

generated on the basis of its private key. For this one may use openssl (www.openssl.org). If the user 

possesses already a private key (e.g. file private.key) in the Linux environment the order has the 

construction as follows: 

1. Openssl req –new –key private.key –out certificate.csr  

  

If the user does not have a private key, it can be generated for example: 

2. openssl genrsa -des3 -out tech-private.key 4096  

  

(length of 4096 bites gives a better level of security than the key 2048) 

  

  

Example of the file containing the private key is presented by Fig. 4. 



  

 
  

Fig. 4. Example of the file with the private key  

  
In turn, the example of the file containing CSR is presented by Fig. 5. 

  

 
  

Fig. 5. Example of the file containing CSR 

  

More details to be found at the address: 

https://tech-itcore.pl/2012/07/04/generowanie-wlasnego-certyfikatu-ssl/ 

https://uk.godaddy.com/help/apache-generate-csr-certificate-signing-request-5269 

  

In the form there must be a possibility to provide e-mail address, to which the user will receive a form 

with the reply. 

  

In the form with the reply Operator ZSL, Operator OBU shall obtain the Certificate of the client encoded 

in the base64 form. 

It should be decoded. One should not add to it the line BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE, one should only use 

the tool which can decode the encoded text in Base64, e.g..: 



  

3. Notepad++  >  Plugs  >  Mime Tools  >  Base64 Decode  

  

4. openssl base64 -d -in plik_z_zakodowanym_certyfikatem.txt -out certyfikat.pem  

  

5. Site https://www.base64decode.org/  

  

6. Certutil -decode plik_z_zakodowanym_certyfikatem.txt certyfikat.pem (for Windows using 

the line of the orders).  

  

Example of the certificate in base64 is presented by Fig. 6. 

  

 
  

Fig. 6. Certificate encoded in Base64 

  
  

Whereas, the example of the certificate decoded in PEM (ang. Privacy-Enhaced Mail) was showed in 

Fig. 7. 

  



 
  

Fig. 7. The example of the decoded certificate  

  
After decoding the file is obtained containing maximum three certificates in the PEM format: 

1. Certificate of the client,  

2. CA Certificate (Authorisation Center) level 1, which issued the certificate of the client,  

3. CA Certificate (Authorisation Center) level 0, which issued the certificate CA of level 1.  

  
Each Certificate starts and ends with the lines: 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 

-----END CERTIFICATE----- 

The lines above shall mean the beginning and the end of the particular certificates. 

The scope and manner of using data, which is used for securing the communication TLS, is different 

and depends on the system/application used by the entity. Nonetheless, typical requirements of 

tools/components SSL/TLS cover the usage during certification of SSL the following elements: 



  

1. client certificate; 

2. private key – which secures the possibility to use the client certificate exclusively through the 

entity being its deponent; 

3. chain of certification / chain of certificates (ang. certificate chain), which certifies the client as 

the certificate issued by the CA and contains: 

1. CA Certificate (Authorisation Center) level 1, which issued the certificate of the 

client,  

2. CA Certificate (Authorisation Center) level 0, which issued the certificate CA of level 

1. 

  

In the Linux certificate with SPOE KAS one may test with the use of the curl tool. The sequence of 

commands was presented below. The Certyfikat.pem means the certificate obtained which was 

decoded from the format base64 to format PEM. Whereas, fd1.key shall mean the private key 

(decoded) used to generate CSR. 

  

curl -X POST --cert ./certyfikat.pem   --key ./fd1.key   -H 'Content-Type: application/json'   -H 'cache-

control: no-cache'   -d '[{"dataid": "1960472", "serialNumber": "ALBS8_74718", "latitude": 

52.17264488, "lonitude": 21.1956136, "altitude": 140.0, "fixTimeEpoch": 1505893301000000, 

"gpsSpeed": 0.0, "accuracy": 15.17, "gpsHeading": 0.0},{"dataid": "1960473", " serialNumber": 

"ALBS8_74718", "latitude": 52.17264546, "longitude": 21.195608, "altitude": 138.0, "fixTimeEpoch": 

1505896249000000, "gpsSpeed": 10.0, "accuracy": 15.17, "gpsHeading": 0.0}]'   https://cloud.spoe-

dev.il-pib.pl:8443/zsl/ssl/10000000-0001-1001-0001-0000000000001 

  

Note 1: Address https://cloud.spoe-dev.il-pib.pl:8443/zsl/ssl/10000000-0001-1001-0001-

0000000000001 should be replaced with the address obtained from the form by email, namely the 

contents of the field Address URL of the e-TOLL dedicated after communication with the service 

Operator ZSL or Operator OBU. 

  

Note 2: Certificate X.509 of the client SSL/TLS on the side of the Operator ZSL or Operator OBU 

  

The obligations of the ZSL Operator or OBU Operators include: 

1. obtaining the above certificate:  

a. first – as a result of the service registration,  

b. for each next before the lapse of 365 days from the issue of the previous certificate;  

2. using the valid certificate X.509 of the client SSL/TLS to certify the communication with the 

data interface SPOE KAS.  

  

The first certificate X.509 of the client SSL/TLS is issued in the response to sending to SPOE KAS via 

dedicated portal, the demand to issue the X.509 certificate of the client SSL/TLS by means of one of 

two available forms of communication: 

1. document XML;  

2. form of the service registration filled in on the side of the SPOE KAS service in the dedicated 

portal SPOE KAS.  

  

Another certificate may be obtained by means of sending to SPOE KAS by means of dedicated portal 

the demand to issue the certificate X.509 of the client SSL/TLS by means of one of two available forms 

of communication: 

1. document XML;  

2. form of data updating the service filled on the side of the service e-TOLL in dedicated portal.  

  



Certificate X.509 of the client SSL/TLS used to certify the ZSL Operator or the OBU Operator during the 

communication with the interface of the data SPOE KAS is the first of the certificates  returned by SPOE 

KAS in response to sending form/document XML. Each of the certificates returned ends from the line 

„-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----” and ends with the line „-----END CERTIFICATE-----”. 

  

Validity date of the certificate X.509 of the client SSL/TLS may be seen by means of the package of tools 

OpenSSL free of charge with the use of the following order: 

  

openssl x509 -inform PEM -enddate –noout –in plik_z_certyfikatem_klienta_x509.pem 

  

where: 

  

1. plik_z_certyfikatem_klienta_x509.pem – constitutes an example name of the file containing 

the certificate X.509 of the client SSL/TLS issued by SPOE KAS.  

  

Below the example answer was given to the above order: 

  

notAfter=Sep 30 08:30:58 2020 GMT 

  

where: 

1. notAfter – label of the field „nie później” from the certificate X.509, which contains the final 

validity date of the certificate, after which it should not be used nor trusted;  

2. Sep – three letter abbreviation of the name of the month, in this case the abbreviation from 

September, namely September;  

3. 30 – day;  

4. 08:30:58 – time, minute and second;  

5. 2020 – year;  

6. GMT – three letter abbreviation of the name of the time zone, marking of the time zone, in 

this case this is abbreviation from Greenwich Mean Time, marking that in order to obtain the 

time of the time zone Europe/Warsaw, one should add to the time provided 2 hours in case of 

summer time and 1 hour in winter time.  

  

Note 3: Configuration „mutual TLS” 

In case of configuration of mutual TLS one should pay attention to the fact that the change of the 

certificate of the server will prevent from correct authentification of the communication. The 

information on the change of the certificate of the server will be distributed to Operators, whereas in 

case of Operators, whereas in case of any problems with the review of the certificate one may use the 

order allowing for the view of the certificate, i.e.: 

 

openssl s_client -showcerts -connect communication.etoll.gov.pl:443 

openssl s_client -showcerts -connect communication.etoll.gov.pl:443 2>&1 |openssl x509 -text -noout 

| more 

 


